
Features & benefits
Power source 115/220V 47-63Hz

Maximum feed through power 250W 
(1 fan or total of 3 fans)

3 Fans control output

3 Remote temperature sensors

Preselected temperature 
controlled speeds

Preselected high temperature alarm

Fan lost signal alarm
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AC Fan Temperature Speed Controller

Our approach to enclosure construction and system integration 
leverages the efficiency of proven modular building blocks 
that make electronics installation faster and more cost-
effective. These building blocks are designed with low-risk 
customization in mind and span enclosure construction, 
mechanical protection, air or liquid cooling, temperature control, 
electrical power conditioning and isolation, EMI/EMC.

FC-AC-100 is a compact, TRIAC based fan control designed for controlling 
single phase fan motors by temperature sensing. The fan controller 
regulates the speed of the motor dependent on preset temperature 
thresholds read through supplied remote temperature sensors. The 
unit has a current rating of 2A for the total of 3 AC fans connections.

The controller is set by internal dip switches; with set of temperature 
thresholds defined in table 1 to control the speed of the fans (see 
table 1 idle speeds). Up to three remote sensors can be used to 
sense the temperature, the hottest temperature read is the one used 
as a measurement against the temperature threshold settings, if the 
measurement is above the temperature threshold settings then the fans 
will run at full speed; if below, the fans will run at the idle speed setting.

A DB9 connector (J1) is used for remote fan speed alarm 
monitoring and for high temperature alarm status. 

Curtiss-Wright’s 901D portfolio of electronics cabinets, 
consoles, and supporting integration services are aligned 
to Naval and other highly ruggedized applications 
deployed in harsh military environments.

AC Fan Temperature 
Speed Controller

FC-AC-100
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FC-AC-100

Specifications
Physical

 > Dimensions:  2.71”H x 5.12”W x 5.37”D

 > Weight:  1.5 lbs

 > Storage temp:  -25° to 70°C

 > Operating temp: -10° to 60°C

Mechanical/Electrical

 > Input voltage range: (J2) 95-250VAC 47-63Hz

 > Max power/load: 250W/5A

 > Output voltage range: (J3, J4, J5) 95-250VAC

 > Output current range: (J3, J4, J5) 0.15-2.5A

 > Isolated speed alarm 
Sinking Current: 100mA

 > Idle Speed 
(% of supply voltage)*: 50%

 > Fans to be monitored: (J3, J4, J5) up to 3

 > Fan alarm trigger 
(PPM)*:  2000

 > Temperature sensing: (J7, J8, J9) up to 3

 > Temperature threshold 
settings (°C/°F)*: 35/95

 > Output current range: (J3, J4, J5) 0.15-2.5A

 > Output current range: (J3, J4, J5) 0.15-2.5A

 > Output current range: (J3, J4, J5) 0.15-2.5A

*Contact support for other settings

AC Fan speed alarm monitoring is achieved by applying a sense voltage VA per figure 1 to monitor 
fan speed failure set by a trigger speed “Fan alarm trigger” (see table 1). The contacts 1 and 2 on J1 
are considered NO (Normally Open) for normal operations.

If the Fan speed < Fan alarm trigger speed: VA < 0.4 VDC

If the Fan speed > Fan alarm trigger speed: VA = V1 VDC

High temperature alarm monitoring is achieved by monitoring the 
J1 contacts 3 and 4.  An over temperature alarm is triggered when 
the temperature is 10°C (18°F)  above the “temperature threshold 
setting” (see table 1).  The contacts 3 and 4 are open and can 
support up to 230V AC or DC across. When no alarm is present, a 
100ma AC or DC of load current is conducted.  The contacts 3 and 
4 on J1 are considered NC (Normally Closed) for normal operations.

Remote temperature sensors Quantity 3 are included; they are air temperature remote sensors 
(901D P/N 8700858) length 10ft.

Figure 1: Fan Speed
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Designator Connector Pin Out Description

J1 M24308/3-1F

1 Sense Fan Alarm (+)

2 Sense Fan Alarm (-)

3 Sense Temperature Alarm (+)

4 Sense Temperature Alarm (-)

5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Spare

J2
MOLEX                        
43020-0400

1 Power Line

2 Power Neutral

3 Power Ground

4 Spare

J3, J4, J5
MOLEX                        
43020-0600

1 Fan Pulse Circuit Black (-)

2 Fan Tack White

3 Fan Pulse Circuit Red (+)

4 Spare

5 Fan AC Power Line

6 Fan AC Power Neutral

J6, J7, J8
MOLEX                        
43020-0200

1 Sense Thermostat

2 Sense Thermostat (RTN)

Table 1 Connecting Hardware and Pin-Out Options
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Mechanical drawing

Notes: FC-AC-100 is not compatible with uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) that generates a square 
    wave. Consult with your fans supplier for the fan compatibility with TRIAC (voltage) controllability.

Figure 2: Package mechanical dimensions (in inches) and mounting pattern 


